M-DRIVE 001
Driving your business further,
both on and off the road

Bandag M-DRIVE 001
Drive On/Off

Excellent mileage
performance

thanks to advanced compound
technology.

Outstanding durability

with high resistance to cuts/chips and
damages.

Very good self-cleaning
properties to ensure
optimum traction
Improved driving comfort
thanks to optimised pattern design.

Construction, civil engineering and other
on/off applications place enormous
demands on your tyres. On the one
hand, they have to deliver optimum
safety and driver comfort on the road but
on the other, also the traction, durability
and resistance to accidental damage
to perform off it. Which is why the allnew Bandag M-DRIVE 001 On/Off tread
brings together all the elements to deliver
outstanding, long-lasting and cost-effective
performance, both on and off the road,
time and time again. To help you get more
out of your valuable casings and more out
of your business!

Longer tyre life not only means a lower
cost per km of your operations but also
less downtime! Based on the advanced
pattern and engineered compound
of the Bridgestone M-DRIVE 001 tyre,
Bandag’s latest on/off tread provides
outstanding durability and mileage to keep
on delivering, throughout the extended
lifecycle of your tyres. Its innovative tie-bar
technology and optimised block dimensions
and stiffness ensure longer wear life and
improved resistance to cutting and chipping.
And best of all, the Bandag M-DRIVE 001
keeps on delivering reinforced traction,
enhanced driver comfort and all-season
safety across a wide range of climate and
surface conditions.

Tyre size*
13R22.5
295/80R22.5
315/80R22.5

When the going gets tough, the
tough get the robust performance
of the Bandag M-DRIVE 001! The ideal tread
to extend the service life and performance
of Bridgestone M-DRIVE 001.
Total Tyre Life is built around
Bridgestone’s premium new
tyres and Bandag retreads,
the best match to extend tyre life
and reduce cost per km.

* Contact your Bandag dealer for other sizes.
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